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Internet"
From a network experiment that never ended (Vint Cerf)"
•  1974:  for the first time the word internet (RFC 675 - Specification of Internet 

Transmission Control Program) [note -> Open process!]!
•  1981: the TCP/IP standard was ready to be adopted (RFC 791,792,793)"

To a network for society"
•  1989: WWW was born"
•  2010 "

"
"

•  Jan 2011 ! IANA IPv4 address space depleted!  !"
June 8th @ UvA"

Ipv6day.nl"



Internet is a Billion - Business!"
Google "197"
Amazon "83"
Facebook "50"
BAIDU "37"
eBay "36"
Yahoo "22"
PriceLine "21"
SalesForce "18"
F5 Networks "11"
CheckPoint "9"
NetFlix "9"
Expedia "7"

e.g.: "Exxon Mobil "368"
"Apple Inc. " "333"

"

1 miljard in 100$ biljetten "

Monday 3 January 2011"



Internet!
developments"

… more users! 

… more data! 

… more realtime! 

Speed"
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GPU cards are distruptive!"

500$"

20.000.000$"

Top 500"
"
#1"

#500"

7 year"



Data storage: doubling every 1.5 year!"



Multiple colors / Fiber"

Per fiber: ~ 80-100 colors * 50 GHz"
Per color: 10 – 40 – 100 Gbit/s"
BW * Distance ~ 2*1017 bm/s"

Wavelength Selective Switch"

New: Hollow Fiber!"
" less RTT!"



Wireless Networks"
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 e -Very Large Base Interferometer"



eEVN: European VLBI Network 

1-30 
Gbps 

Data processing 
centre: Dwingeloo 
16 Gbps (2005) 

China 

USA 

South 
Africa 

Russia 

asymmetric    star topology 

Slide courtesy of Richard Schilizzi <schilizzi@jive.nl> 



Telescopes 

 

Input nodes 

 

Correlator nodes 

 

Output node 

 

 

 

..... 
16 Gbit/s - 2 Tflop " 
THIS IS A DATA FLOW 
PROBLEM !!! 
 
Research: 
 
 

SCARIe: a research project to create a Software Correlator for e-VLBI. 
VLBI Correlation: signal processing technique to get high precision image from 

spatially distributed radio-telescope. 
 

The SCARIe project 

allow SCARIe application running on grids with such future demands, we need to provide the following grid characteristics: 
� Control the optical networks between radio-telescopes and the grids facilities; 
� Constant throughput between the nodes involved in SCARIe application; 
� Flexibility in choosing specific network characteristics to be guaranteed (e.g., low-delay, high throughput, etc); 
� Ability to add/remove nodes on the fly during the experiment due to the change in the application requirements in 

terms of both networking and computational resources. 
A grid could provide such networking characteristics if the network resources are integrated into the grid middleware. Hence, 

network resources can be claimed dynamically by any application, similar to the computational resources are in used nowadays. 

Network control in distributed computing 

We propose to provide control over network resources in distributed computing by (1) enhancing a grid middleware with a 
network broker and (2) use a programmable network that manipulates the traffic according to the requested network services. We 
used WS-VLAM [4], a grid workflow execution environment, to support coordinated execution of distributed Grid-enabled 
components combined in a workflow. Each Grid application is encapsulated in a container, which takes care of state updates to the 
workflow system and provides an execution environment that allows the manipulation of various aspects of the application. WS-
VLAM was extended with support for network resource management with the aid of a network broker. NetBroker uses streamline 
[5] as a traffic manipulation system installed in every distributed node. 

In Figure 2, the architecture we propose adds a Network Broker (NetBroker) component (5) with functions similar to grid 
brokers (4). The NetBroker acts as a single point of access to network resource management and provides capabilities to query 
and request network resources. The workflow engine is extended with an additional service to include discovery, allocation and 

provisioning of network resources and services via the NetBroker. 
�

The framework of the grid middleware extended with network management support works 
as follows: 

1 - User deploys an experiment: application & basic infrastructure requirements; 
2 - WS-VLAM maps the experiment using Actuator onto available Grid resources which 
were detected by Profiler; 
3 - Control loops may occur in which WS-VLAM is a controller to adjust the resources 
such as to solve the applications demands regardless of the environment changes; 
4 - Broker manages the computational resources; 
5 - NetBroker programs the networking infrastructure of Grid; 
 
Each grid node supports the applications running under WS-VLAM supervision and 
provides the application-specific network services through application-components ACs as 
supported by network elements NEs. 

Experiments and Results 

We setup a test bed to experiment with the effectiveness of our approach. All the nodes in the test bed run Globus Toolkit 4 and 
the programmable network software at the kernel level. The network broker and WS-VLAM run on separate machines over a 
control network. Figure 3 shows our test bed in which nodes are 
interconnected through two networks, as follows: the default 
network uses a shared 100Mbit switch and the second network 
uses an IDXP2850 network processor unit programmed to route 
IP packets at 1Gbps. 

Figure 4 shows a screenshot from the workflow manager with 
multiple workflows. The workflow manager starts workflows 
one by one: 1, 2, 3. When the network performance (throughput) 
measured by an application decreases below a certain threshold, 
the application will request better connectivity to WS-VLAM. 
WS-VLAM will then offload the resources of the requesting 
application from the 192.168.1.x network onto the 10.10.0.x 
network (e.g. path 4 moves to the 1Gbps network), yielding 
improved performance. 

The performance of our test bed is illustrated in Figure 5. Due 
to the shared 100Mbps, the per-path performance decreases 
while more paths are established and exchange data traffic at maximum. The switch offers one single network service: best effort. 
The application running in the workflow (bwMeter in Figure 4) measures the throughput and when it reaches a programmable LO 
threshold, it sends a request for more resources to WS-VLAM. Next, NOS receives a demand for better paths and decides to 
create alternative paths over 1Gbps network. Then we see that the throughput as measured by bwMeter increases in the second 
part of Figure 5.  

 
Figure 2. Grid architecture that includes 
programmable network services.  

�

Figure 3. Setup of network connectivity in the test bed and first experiment. 
The network broker accesses the nodes over a separate control plane.  
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ATLAS detector @ CERN Geneve"

Henk"
Ingrid"&"



ATLAS detector @ CERN Geneve"



Technol"
100000 flops/byte"

10 Pflops/s"

Status 2002!"



GLIF 2008" Visualization courtesy of Bob Patterson, NCSA 
Data collection by Maxine Brown. 

We investigate:           for"
complex networks!"
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www.urbanflood.eu

Despite�the�weather�now3 reminder�3

Where��when�will�it�happen?



IJKDIJK"
Sensors: 15000km* 800 bps/m ->12 Gbit/s to cover all Dutch dikes"



Sensor grid: instrument the dikes"
First controlled breach occurred on sept 27th ‘08:"

Many small flows -> 12 Gb/s"

Many Pflops/s"
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Anonimiteit of her-identificeerbaarheid"

1.  Empirische analyse van GBA"
2.  Kansrekening, bijv. kans op niet-uniciteit:"

€ 

€ 

1− ( n−1n )
k−1

Privacy"
thermometer! "



Education- Master SNE"
•  Open Source aanpak"

•  Based on open and non-discriminatory standards"
•  Privacy and Security"
•  Digital security & forensics"
•  Advanced Internet infrastructure"
•  Master closely related to the research group!"

# He takes"
Notice of us! "





SNE-Master"•  RP’s"
–  2005-21 Beveiliging banktransacties."
–  2005-30 SURFnet Intrusion Detection System (IDS)."
–  2006-22 Beveiliging grote overheids organisatie: CERT procedures."
–  2006-24 Beveiliging grote overheids organisatie: Vertrouwd Toegangspad."
–  2007-23 CERT noodnet."
–  2007-32 Veiligheid van update mechanismen."
–  2007-41 Onderzoek naar de beveiliging van de wegwerp OV ritten kaart."
–  2008-18 Security and Reliability of Automated Waste Registration in The Netherlands."
–  2008-22 Detection of peer-to-peer botnets."
–  2008-33 Slimme meters."
–  2008-41 Security en privacy in het Landelijk Schakelpunt."
–  2009-02 Online Banking: Attacks & Defences."
–  2009-07 Browser Security."
–  2009-41 The DFRWS 2009 Challenge."
–  2010-07 Modern Age Burglars."
–  2010-15 Horse-ID."
–  2010-34 GPU-based password cracking."
–  2011-43 Passive LAN information gathering."
–  2011-08 PersLink Security."









Master OS3!!
(master sinds 2003 @ UvA)"



€ € € € € €"


